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?) LABC is a rig[rt triangle. One of the acute angles is 3*o. \Arhat is the cosine of the other acute

angle?

") 
Forwhichvalueof 0 is sin0=cos&["?

tl) Solvetherighttrianglebelow-

")
A right triangle has one leg that rneasures 12 feet and another that measures 14 feet. Use sine,
cosing and/or tangent to find the measures ofits acute angles.



You see a hiker sitting on a bench taking a water break at the top of a hill at a 60" angle of
elevation. Your eye level is 5 feet offthe ground and you are standing 100 meters from the base
of the hill. At what altitude is the hiker siring on the bench?

r) The triangle below is equilateral" Calculate the cosecant, secant, and cotangentof Z.Z .

Le^.C Ansurers io X-y
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1-sin2 6
8) Simp$ the exPression

cos0

0 If oo < e< go" and coso=
J'
5

, find sin0using a $rthagorean identity.
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[o) Two buildings are 15 meters apart.lhs height ofthe shorter building is 22 meters. The angle of
elevation from the shorter building to the taller building is 40p. What is dre height of the taller
building?

ll ) A naval ship is stationed in calm waters. The sonar detects a submarine at a depth of about
400 meters and a horizontal distance of600 meters. What is the distance between the ship and
the submarine? I{hat is the angle ofelevation of the submarine?

The height of a building is 75 meters. To the nearest degree, what is the angle ofelevation of the

sun when the building casts a shadow that is 60 meters long?

You_are standing 20 feet awayfrom the base of a tree whenyou discover there are two kittens
stuck at different levels on the treet branches. You approximate that the angle of elevation to
the first kitten is 36o and the angle ofelevation to the iecond kitten is 40". V"our eye level is
6 feet offof the ground. To the nearest foot, what is the disance between both kiitens?Justi$
your ansEer
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